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A ONE-DAY STATE LEVEL SEMINAR

on
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
24 March, 2007

VENUE: Bhagawat Singh Mehta Auditorium, HCM-RIPA, JLN Road, Jaipur

A one day State Level Seminar on Juvenile Delinquency was organized with an objective
to facilitate the effective implementation of Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of
Children) Act, 2000 and special care and sensitive attention required in dealing with
juvenile delinquents i.e. ‘Children in Conflict with Law’ as mentioned in the Act and
Capacity-Building through knowledge dissemination on theoretical and behavioral aspects,
generating awareness on the issue on state level.
This State Level Seminar was organized with the humble intervention of Juvenile Welfare
Committee under Hon’ble Rajasthan High Court, Jaipur and Rajasthan State Social Justice
& Empowerment Department, GOR, Jaipur with SATYA (An NGO) Institute of Social
Work Management & Research, Jaipur.
The Participants in this Seminar from all over Rajasthan were –
· Chief Judicial Magistrates (CJM)
· Members of Child Welfare Committees (CWC)
· Members of Juvenile Justice Board (JJB)
· Department of Social Justice & Empowerment Officers and Members
· District Child Officers
· Police Officers from Department of Police, GOR
· Probation Officers, Destitute Home Managers, and observation
Homes In-Charge
· People from NGOs
· Doctors, psychiatrists, and pediatricians
· Others
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Registration and profile documentation
The participants made their entries on the reception counter, submitted their Registration
Form, and received the Seminar Kit. All the participants made their registration entries
according to the plan of group discussion in the separate group registers.

Participants made their Registration entries on the Reception Counter

Morning session
Initial introduction and opening
First of all, Mr. Abhinav Sharma, gave initial introduction of the programme and call upon
the revered guest to Chair the Morning Session on the dais-

Mr. Abhinav addressing the Guests and Participants

Mr. S. C. Derashri, Director, Social Justice & Empowerment Department, GOR
Mr. C. P. Singh, Registrar (Administration), Rajasthan High Court
Mr. Rajendra Chaudhary, CJM, Jaipur
Sh. O. P. Gahlotra, IG Police, Department of Police, GOR
Sh. Bhagirath, Chief child Officer, Social Justice & Empowerment Department, GOR
Dr. Sanjay Agarwal, Chairman, SATYA, An NGO
Dr. Jyotsana Rajvanshi, Chief Program Coordinator
Satya (an NGO) institute of social work management & research, Jaipur. (Contact: 9351325672, 9351472727)
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Apart from the guests on the dais, Chairperson, State Social Welfare Board Ms Saroj
Kumari was also present on the occasion.
The formal inauguration was carried out jointly by Sh. S. C. Derashri, Sh. O. P. Gahlotra,
Mr. C. P. Singh, Sh. Rajendra Chaudhary, Dr. Sanjay Agarwal, Dr. Jyotsana Rajvanshi and
Sh. Bhagirath Chaudhary by ‘Saraswati Pujan’ and ‘Deep Prajwalan’ ceremony.

‘Deep Prajwalan’ Ceremony jointly by the revered guests on the Dais

Then Chairman of SATYA Dr. Sanjay Agarwal welcomed the honorable guests and all
the revered participants on behalf ‘Satya Family’ and he expressed his views in achieving the
organization objectives, initiatives, and efforts in the direction of facilitating effective and
widespread implementation of ‘Juvenile Justice: (Care and Protection of Children) Act,
2000 in the State.
Satya (an NGO) institute of social work management & research, Jaipur. (Contact: 9351325672, 9351472727)
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SATYA Chairman welcoming the revered guests and participants

Thereafter Sh. S. C. Derashri, Director, Department of social Justice and Empowerment,
told –
The major objective of the programme is to disseminate information and knowledge
about JJ (C&P) Act, 2000 and new amendments in the act. In effective implementation of
JJ Act, Police personnel’s, judiciary, JJB members, and CWC members with department
officers play significant role that’s why we all have collected here so as to strengthen and
achieve better coordination among us and step towards sorting out the problems faced in
legal procedures related to act in practical implementation.

Then Mr. O. P. Gahlotra made his deliberations regarding the issue of Juvenile
Delinquents and related issues.
The new act on Juvenile Justice and related problems came in 2000 and in 2006 some
amendments were made in the act. We have to understand the role of Police under this
act while dealing with juveniles. Police personnel don’t know much about this act but
such seminar and other training programs being conducted can help in its efficient
implementation and a better understanding of police personnel about their roles and
responsibilities. They need information regarding provision related to punishment or
penalties for person encouraging juvenile for crime, dealing with beggar children, etc.
Satya (an NGO) institute of social work management & research, Jaipur. (Contact: 9351325672, 9351472727)
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Mr. O. P. Gahlotra sharing his experiences in the seminar

Sh. Bhagirath Chaudhary, Chief child Officer made his deliberations regarding especially
to the children in conflict with law and disabled children and provisions under act.

Mr. Bhagirath Addressing the Seminar

The problems regarding juveniles and especially to challenged juveniles are still need to
addressed. We need to intervene to include these challenged juveniles in the mainstream
of the society. The new act ensures proper and equal participation and equal rights to the
challenged children and addresses their specific needs and problems. He emphasized the
legal rights of these children is a social responsibility.
Then, Dr. Jyotsana Rajvanshi gave presentation on brief overview of the JJ act. She
briefed about salient feature of the JJ act, the various categories of child, classification of
functionary for implementing JJ act in the state, type of homes, the needs and problems of
children, and other related issues.
She also told about the new amendments and changes in law in 2004 and 2006·

It is called Juvenile justice (Care and Protection of children) act 2000 while earlier it was the
Juvenile justice act 1986.

·

Juveniles/children are considered below 18 years of age while earlier it was 16 years for boys
and 18 years for girls.
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She told what are the salient features of the act and the causal analysis of crimes in
juvenile and the situations which lead juveniles for criminal activities. She also described
the pattern of juvenile delinquency as there was a decline in juvenile crimes from 1987 to
2000 then there was an increase from 2001 to 2005 and since 2005 the situation is
constant. She also opined that budget for a child welfaristic activity is kept very low
percentage of the total budget.

Then Mr. Rajendra Chaudhary shared his experience and also told about the case
specific requirement through examples of dealt cases and discussed about the process of
Juvenile Justice Boards and various sections under Act through participatory discussions
and information of laws and behavioral problems and requirements.

There are two committees to deal with 2 categories of children under act that is CWC and
NGOs deal with the children in need of care and protection while JJB and police deal
with juveniles in conflict with law. In this age of the juvenile is very important, if a child is
even just one day older than 18 years, he or she cannot be considered as juvenile. Police
cannot be in their uniform while arresting or dealing with juveniles and produce the
juvenile in front of Board. The procedures of board are quite different from that of court.
Our objective is to rectify the Juvenile not to punish him. A punishment of more than 3
years cannot be sentenced to juveniles.

Satya (an NGO) institute of social work management & research, Jaipur. (Contact: 9351325672, 9351472727)
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group discussion
Thereafter Mr. Abhinav described the themes of the group discussion, the participant of
the group plans and theaters where the 3 groups were to hold the group discussion and
chalk out their opinion on the themes.
Group -1
Theme
Child victimization, child
trafficking, Child abuse, and
Childline

Participants
CWC
NGO
Police Officers

Group Leader
Dr. Jyotsana Rajvanshi
Dr. Sanjay Agarwal
Sh. V. K. Singh

Participants
Chairperson & member of
JJB, CJMs and Judiciaries,
Probation Officers

Group Leader
Sh. Rajendra Chaudhary,
Mr. Shiv Chand Sahoo
Mr. G. L. Sharma

Group -2
Theme
Role of Juvenile Justice
Boards
Police Personnel
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Group -3
Theme
Child Guidance Clinic,
observation Homes, Child
Homes, Domestic Workers,
Beggar Children, Challenged
Child, Destitutes VTC

Participants
Observation Home
In-charge, Destitute Home
Managers, Social Welfare
Officers, Psychiatrists,
Doctors, Pediatricians

Group Leader
Mr. S. S Bissa
Ms Shobha Kaul
Mr. Patanjali Bhoo
Sh. Bhagirath
Sh. N. D. Sharma

lunch break

Group presentations: situational analysis, suggestions, and
recommendations
The results and outcomes of the group discussion on various themes by group 1, group 2
and group 3 were presented in the seminar by Dr. Sanjay Agarwal, Sh. Rajendra
Chaudhary, and Dr. S. C. Derashri.
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Group- 1
CWC & NGO
Problems
Suggestions
Lack of coordination between various Advertise about center Childline etc. and cable
stakeholders: monthly meeting
in the city through advertise: area specific
Lack of infrastructure, office, and other needs as in case of rural, urban, etc.
facilities
Resource mapping to solve the problem of
Area
specific
strategies
and infrastructure and other facilities
requirements
POLICE:
Problems
Suggestions
Lack of awareness
CWC and JJB one member should be in
Not having any clear specifications and monthly crime prevention meeting conducted
instructions
in department of SP and officers
Lack of smooth and networking and
links
Dr. Sanjay Agarwal emphasized the need of ACA in the state and discussed about successfully
coordinating the work with various departments as social justice and empowerment, police,
CWCs, NGOs, JJBs, doctors, etc. for proper and legal adoption process. He also suggested the
way out till the ACA is established in the state to hold regular meetings to coordinate the work
and solve the problems being faced.

Group- 2
Gap between police and JJB officers especially on how to follow the guidelines or rules of
JJ Act in the state as verification of age when document is not available and deciding upon
his area of jurisdiction (in case of Rajasthan, there is no separate juvenile police unit i.e.
JAPU as in Maharashtra), producing before court within 24 hrs, etc.
Group- 3
Proper care and security of the child and juveniles in the observation homes, child homes
and proper attention to the domestic workers, beggar children, and challenged children as
this section requires very sensitive attention.

*****
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